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Abstract The concept of utilizing ferromagnetic shape
memory alloys as embedded sensory particles in aluminum

alloys for damage detection is discussed. When embedded

in a material, a shape memory particle can undergo an
acoustically detectable solid-state phase transformation

when the local strain reaches a critical value. The emitted

acoustic signal can be used for real-time damage detection.
To study the transition behavior of the sensory particle

inside a metal matrix under load, a simulation approach

based on a coupled atomistic-continuum model is used.
The simulation results indicate a strong dependence of the

particle’s pseudoelastic response on its crystallographic

orientation with respect to the loading direction. These
results serve as a basis for understanding the efficacy and

variability in the sensory particle transformation to detect

damage processes.

Introduction

The concept aerospace vehicles, that will enable future

space missions, must be designed for service conditions
that may not be repeatable in laboratory environments and

may experience loads that are not foreseen during the
design phase. Automated monitoring in service will enable

quick detection of unforeseen structural damage in real-

time and during on-ground inspections. A self-sensing

multifunctional material is proposed whereby small shape
memory alloy (SMA) particles, embedded in an aluminum

alloy matrix, are used for damage detection. A strain-in-

duced phase transformation is triggered in the SMA par-
ticles by the high strains that occur near damage, and the

resulting acoustic signal is detected using commercially

available monitoring technology.
The concept of utilizing SMA particles in a self-sensing

aluminum metal matrix composite for real-time damage

detection [1] is illustrated in Fig. 1. When the damage zone
of a propagating crack reaches a sensory particle, a phase

transformation is induced in the particle producing a

characteristic acoustic emission (AE) that can be detected
by an AE sensor. In addition, if a ferromagnetic SMA is

used, a strain-induced para-ferromagnetic transformation

can be detected using a magnetic (e.g., eddy current) scan
during maintenance inspections.

This work reports on an atomistic-continuum multiscale

model utilized to study the martensitic transformation of an
SMA particle embedded within an aluminum matrix. The

SMA chosen is a Co–Ni–Al alloy, which is represented
atomistically using an embedded-atom method (EAM)

interatomic potential [2] and simulated by the molecular

dynamics (MD) method. The surrounding aluminum
matrix is represented as an elastic membrane through an

explicit dynamics finite element method (FEM) using the

elastic material properties of Al. Due to the inherent lim-
itation of the MD method to nanosecond time-scale pro-

cesses, a damage event is modeled by simulating the

propagation of a shock wave of a hundred picosecond
duration across the aluminum matrix, which intersects the

SMA particle. This shock wave induces a strain localiza-

tion that triggers a solid-state transformation in the particle.
The goal of the study is to understand the factors that

influence this transformation. These factors include particle
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crystallographic orientation with respect to the wave

propagation direction, the response time for the transfor-

mation, and strength of the emitted acoustic signal based
on the stress–strain pseudoelastic behavior of the particle.

This study serves as a basis for understanding the efficacy

and variability in the sensory particle transformation to
detect damage processes.

The paper is organized as follows: First, the simulation

approach is discussed, starting by describing the atomistic
model, the explicit finite element integration method, and

their combination in a multiscale model. Next, the simu-

lation results are presented starting with characterizing the
SMA properties of a single crystal of Co–Ni–Al alloy,

followed by a detailed study of the pseudoelastic response

of an embedded Co–Ni–Al particle in Al metal matrix to a
passing shock wave. The paper concludes with an overall

summary of the obtained results.

The simulation approach

Atomistic model

This study utilized an EAM potential for the ternary Co–
Ni–Al system [2] specifically designed to reproduce the

basic features of the martensitic phase transformation from

the B2-ordered high-temperature phase to a tetragonal Cu–
Au ordered low-temperature phase. The starting point for

this potential is a previously developed binary Ni–Al

potential [3]. The binary potential had been constructed by
adopting earlier introduced Ni [4] and Al [5] potentials and

fitting the cross-interaction function to a database of first-

principles and experimental data. A detailed study [3] has
demonstrated the ability of this Ni–Al potential to correctly

reproduce the thermodynamics and crystallography of the

martensitic phase transformation in the Ni–Al system.
To address the ternary Co–Ni–Al system, the binary Ni–

Al potential [3] was crossed with a separately developed

potential for pure Co [6]. Using the ternary potential thus
obtained, it was shown that Co–Ni–Al alloys continue to

exhibit the same martensitic transformation as in the binary

system. The lattice parameters of both, austenite and
martensite phases were found to be in close agreement with

the experimentally estimated values. Furthermore, it was
found that Co tends to reduce the transformation temper-

ature and that applied uniaxial stresses can change the

martensite microstructure from heavily twinned to a near
single-variant type in agreement with the experimental

expectations.

The atomistic simulation block was created from an
initially perfect crystal of B2-NiAl of dimensions

16.020 nm 9 16.020 nm 9 16.992 nm along the x:[1 1 0],

y:[1!10 ], and z:[0 0 1] crystallographic directions, con-
taining 384,000 atoms at T = 0 K. Periodic boundary

conditions in all three directions were applied. Co was

introduced into the system by using a semi-grand canonical
Monte Carlo (SGMC) method [7] to achieve a targeted

composition, expressed in atomic percent as Co:36.4,

Ni:34.8, and Al:28.8. Alloys of close to this composition
are known to exhibit martensitic transformation at tem-

peratures between -50 and 150 "C (223 and 423 K) [8, 9].

The implemented MC method is a variation of a lattice-
free SGMC simulation technique [7]. In such a simulation,

temperature T, the total number of atoms in the system, and

the chemical potential differences Dlab ¼ la " lbða; b ¼
Ni,Al,Co) are fixed whereas the number of atoms of each
chemical element is allowed to vary. At each step of the

MC process, an atom is randomly selected and displaced by

a small random amount in a random direction. Simulta-
neously, its chemistry is randomly chosen to either remain

unchanged or switch to one of the alternate chemical ele-

ments. This trial move is accepted with the probability

P ¼ 1; DU$ 0
expð"DU=KBTÞ; DU[ 0

!
ð1Þ

where

DU & DE þ Dlab þ
3

2
kBT ln

ma

mb
: ð2Þ

Here, DE is the total energy change in the trial move, kB
is the Boltzmann constant, a and b are the new and old
chemical elements assigned to the trial atom, and ma and

mb are the respective atomic masses. This method enables

a numerically efficient relaxation of atomic positions
together with simultaneous redistribution of the chemical

elements in the system. The simulation is continued until

Fig. 1 Embedded sensory SMA particles, which undergo a detect-
able phase transformation in the presence of a crack
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the equilibrium state is reached at constant temperature,

T = 600 K, under zero-stress conditions.
Zero-stress conditions were maintained during equili-

bration by a Rahman-Parrinello algorithm [10] executed at

every MC step, where one MC step is defined as the
number of trial moves being equal to the number of atoms

in the system. In this implementation, the kinetic energy

term, mivipviq, for an atom i of mass mi and velocity

components vip; viq p; q ¼ x; y; zð Þ in the virial stress

expression [11] was replaced by the term dpqkBT according

to the equipartition theorem (where dpq is the Kronecker

delta).

To improve computational efficiency for the simulated

large systems size, a parallel version of the described MC
algorithm was implemented following the method of

checkerboard subdomain spatial decomposition proposed
in [12] and analyzed in more detail in [13].

Explicit finite element model

The explicit finite element (FE) integration implemented in

this study solves a second order differential equation

M€u ¼ Fþ P; ð3Þ

where M is the mass matrix, u is the nodal displacement

vector (displacement field) with ü indicating its second

derivative with respect to time or the nodal acceleration
vector, F is the internal element force vector, and P is a

time-dependent applied external force vector. To improve

parallel computational efficiency, M was diagonalized
using a row-lump-sum method.

Equation (3) is solved through an explicit central dif-

ference integration scheme

_uðiþ1=2Þ ¼ _uði"1=2Þ þ €uðiÞDt

u iþ1ð Þ ¼ uðiÞ þ _uðiþ1=2ÞDt

""""" : ð4Þ

The superscript (i) refers to the increment number of the

integration step of time Dt, and i - 1/2 and i ? 1/2 refer to
mid-increment values. The accelerations are calculated

from the force imbalance as

€u ið Þ ¼ M"1 F ið Þ þ P ið Þ
# $

; ð5Þ

where F(i) is the dynamic nodal force coming from the

neighboring nodes as the lattice vibrations propagate
through the matrix. Unlike in a static FEM, this force is

non-zero and is computed as the integral of the Cauchy

stress of the finite element domains with the linear elastic
orthotropic material properties of Al [14].

The internal energy Eint, external work W, and kinetic

energy Ekin, of the system are given as follows:

E
ð1þlÞ
int ¼ E

ðiÞ
int þ

1

2
DuT FðiÞ þ Fðiþ1Þ

# $

W
ð1þlÞ
int ¼ W

ðiÞ
int þ

1

2
DuT PðiÞ þ Pðiþ1Þ

# $

E
ð1þlÞ
int ¼ 1

2
vðiþ1Þ

# $T
Mvðiþ1Þ

: ð6Þ

The integration time step, Dt in Eq. (4), is chosen to

satisfy the energy balance E
ðiÞ
int þWðiÞ þ E

ðiÞ
kin ¼ const to a

certain degree of precision defined as

E
ðiÞ
int þWðiÞ þ E

ðiÞ
kin

"""
"""$ emax E

ðiÞ
int

"""
"""; WðiÞ"" ""; E

ðiÞ
kin

"""
"""

n o
with e

( 0:001:

ð7Þ

Multiscale model

The multiscale model employs the embedded statistical

coupling method (ESCM), described in detail in [15]. The
method consists of an atomistic domain simulated by

molecular dynamics, embedded in a larger continuum

domain simulated by the FE integration described above
(Fig. 2). For this study, the atomistic domain represented

the Co–Ni–Al alloy particle, while the FE domain repre-

sented the surrounding Al matrix.
The ESCM approach is based on the concept that the

atomistic domain can be represented only statistically with

respect to the continuum domain, providing a weaker, but
more flexible statistical connection rather than a direct

atom-to-node connection between the two domains. The

Fig. 2 Multiscale model of an embedded SMA particle. The inset
details the interface region, where part of the MD region overlaps
with the interface FE mesh nodes [15]
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method uses statistical averaging over both time and vol-

ume of predefined atomistic subdomains at the MD/FE
interface to provide nodal MD-FE interface boundary

conditions to the continuum FEM domain, which in

response returns reaction forces applied as constant traction
boundary conditions to the MD domain [15].

In the dynamic implementation of the ESCM, the FE

domain evolves under the explicit integration FE scheme,
described through Eqs. (4) and (5) solved under evolving

boundary conditions defined as (i) time-dependent far-field
forces, P(i); (ii) MD-FEM interface displacements calcu-

lated as

u ið Þ""
MD"FEM

¼ u~CMh i t ¼ r~CMðtÞ " r~CM 0ð Þ; ð8aÞ

where u~CMh i t is the averaged atomic displacement defined

as the mass center position, r~CMðtÞ of a given subatomic
domain at time t relative to its initial positions at t = 0; and

(iii) MD-FEM interface velocities obtained as an interpo-

lation from the averaged atomic displacements between
two FE integration steps

_u iþ1=2ð Þ""
MD"FEM

¼
u iþ1ð Þ

""
MD"FEM

"u ið Þ
""
MD"FEM

Dt
: ð8bÞ

In response to the atomic displacements and the external
far filed boundary conditions, the FEM generates interface

reaction forces,

R ið Þ ¼ "F ið Þ""
MD"FEM

ð9Þ

that are uniformly distributed as external atomic forces,

R(i)/N, over the N interface atoms constituting each MD
subdomain along the interface. An iterative exchange of

continuously updated displacements and reaction forces

between the MD and FEM simulations establishes a force/
displacement balance and continuity between the FEM and

the MD domains. In the present model, the FE integration

step is set to Dt = 0.2 ps, which satisfies the energy bal-
ance condition in Eq. (7) and is 100 times larger than the

MD integration step set to 2 fs.1 Thus for each FE inte-

gration step, the MD is evolved for 100 MD steps under
fixed FE reaction forces, while the FE integration takes

place under continuously evolving MD interface and far-

field boundary conditions. The overall process of the
multiscale simulation is schematically presented in Fig. 3.

The advantages of using statistical coupling in the

ESCM are twofold: first, it allows for large atomistic
domains ([106 atoms) to be embedded into micron size

FEM domains because of the dramatic reduction of the

degrees of freedom at the MD/FE interface; second, ele-
vated temperatures can readily be simulated because the

motion of individual atoms is not constrained to strictly

follow the FEM interface displacements, but only their

statistical value, which allows for the thermal vibrations to
be unconstrained. Both of these advantages are essential for

the multiscale modeling of a martensitic transformation.

The large atomic system size aims to minimize finite size
effects affecting the solid-state transition, while the ability

to simulate finite temperature is essential to position the

system at the right point in the phase diagram for the
transformation.

The ESCM technique in its static form has been
extensively verified against a test case pure FEM model in

[15]. The method has also been successfully applied in

studying fracture and crack tip deformation twinning in Al
[16]. The dynamic version of the method was additionally

tested using a Al embedded particle, forming a homoge-

neous single crystal system with the matrix. In the later
case, the particle atomistic response was fully consistent

with the surrounding FE matrix.

The atomistic region of the multiscale ESCM model was
formed from the MC equilibrated Co36.4Ni34.8Al28.8 alloy

system. The equilibrated atomistic block of approximately

16 nm 9 16 nm 9 17 nm dimensions was periodically
replicated twice in the x:[110] and z:[001] directions. After

replication, further equilibration was performed at the

operating temperature of the multiscale simulations using
the MD method employing the Nose–Hoover thermostat

[17] at zero pressure (applying the Parrinello-Rahman

constant stress technique [10] ) with periodic boundary
conditions. The MD technique does not alter the chemistry

of the atoms, and since no detectable atomic diffusion can

occur during the time of the equilibration (around 100 ps),
the chemical composition and distribution of the atoms

established by the SGMC simulation were preserved. After

equilibration, the FE mesh was scaled in size so that the
interface region can encapsulate the atomistic block in the

x–z plane while preserving the geometric proportions of the

FEM domain. A circular region from the atomistic block
was cut out and embedded inside the interface region of the

FE mesh (Fig. 2). The resulting atomistic block was a

cylinder with a diameter of approximately 30 nm in the x-
and z- directions, and a thickness of 16 nm in the y-di-

rection, containing more than 106 atoms. After allowing for

a 2 nm overlapping layer between MD and FEM regions
for a smoother atomistic-continuum transition [15], the

effective diameter of the embedded MD region was

established at 26 nm, and the total system size was scaled
to 260 nm (Fig. 2). The overall thickness dimension of the

multiscale model was defined by the MD thickness of

16 nm. To avoid free surface effects, the embedded ato-
mistic domain was simulated under periodic boundary

conditions in the thickness, y-direction, while maintaining

a zero-stress condition in that direction. Accordingly, the
FE domain was simulated under generalized plane strain

1 MD uses 5-th order Gear predictor corrector integration scheme
[10].
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condition in the y-direction, which corresponds to a thick

specimen, setting the strain component, eyy, equal to that of
the MD domain as controlled by the Parrinello-Rahman

constant stress algorithm.

Simulation results

Single crystal Co–Ni–Al SMA properties

The single crystal SMA properties were studied using a
standalone MD simulation of the MC equilibrated

Co36.4Ni34.8Al28.8 system with periodic boundary condi-

tions in all three directions. The phase change was
monitored by a stepwise reduction of temperature starting

from 600 K down to 100 K and then heating the system

again up to 600 K in 25 K intervals each of 20 ps dura-
tion. Figure 4 shows the system energy (potential plus

kinetic) per atom as a function of temperature. A

hysteresis loop is clearly observed, bounded by the

martensite and austenite finish temperatures—Mf (ap-
proximately 225 K) and Af (approximately 525 K),

respectively. In the simulation, the Mf and Af points were

defined as the temperatures at which the system energies
in the heating and cooling runs agree at the beginning and

at the end of the hysteresis. The presence of several

intermediate steps in the energy loop, such as those
marked at points (a) and (b), are due to twinning and

detwinning processes, respectively taking place during the

austenite–martensite transformation. The Ms and As points
were defined as the temperatures of the first energy step

during cooling and heating, respectively, suggesting the

initial formation of the new phase. The insets in Fig. 4,
produced by using the open source code OVITO [18],

show the atomic microstructures in the twinned martensite

(upper left) and pure austenite (lower right) using com-
mon neighbor analysis (CNA) [19] to identify atoms in

different crystallographic structures.

Fig. 3 Flowchart summarizing
the coupled MD-FEM
multiscale procedure
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The pseudoelastic behavior of the Co36.4Ni34.8Al28.8 sys-

tem was studied by applying cyclic tension/compression load

in the z:[001] direction (Fig. 5a), and in the x:[110] direction
(Fig. 5b) of the B2 phase while the stress in the other direc-

tions was kept at zero. The temperature was set constant at

T = 550 K, which is 25 K above the estimated Af tempera-
ture, ensuring that the systemat zero pressurewas in the stable

austenite phase. Figure 5a, b shows strain–stress curves for

tension and compression loading in the z:[001] and x:[110]
directions. The strain change was always fully recoverable

upon unloading, which demonstrated the pseudoelastic effect.

The strain–stress hysteresis loopswere smaller,[4 % in strain
change, when a twinned martensite was formed during com-

pression in the [001] direction, and tension in the [110]

direction. Tension in the [001] direction or compression in the
[110] direction produced detwinned martensite, resulting in a

higher, greater than 10 % pseudoelastic strain. When com-

paring the hysteresis loops in Fig. 5a, b, one can see that the
transformation required higher stress for tensile loading in the

[110] direction than in the [001] direction. This is consistent

with the Bain mechanism of lattice transformation fromB2 to
L10 phase, which requires simultaneous elongation along the

[001] direction and contraction in the two perpendicular

\110[directions. Thus, the transformation depends on the
principle stress along the [001] direction, which is maximal

when this is the direction of the applied load.

Single crystal Co–Ni–Al particle embedded in an Al
matrix under shock wave loading

To study the behavior of the SMA particle embedded in a

Al matrix under shock loading, the multiscale model in

Fig. 2 was loaded by applying a displacement u on one of

the sides linearly increasing with time t, as follows:

u tð Þ ¼ Lea
t

ta
for 0\t\ta

Lea for t) ta

(

; ð9Þ

where L = 260 nm is the size of the multiscale system, and

ea is the final applied strain to be reached at time
ta ¼ 100 ps, after which the simulation continued at con-

stant boundary conditions. The system behavior was stud-

ied under loads applied in either the x:[110] or the z:[001]
directions, while stress free boundary conditions were used

in the perpendicular in-plane direction. As noted in the

preceding section, the generalized plane strain condition
was applied in the out-of-plane y-direction to be consistent

with the periodic boundary conditions of the MD model in

this direction. Four levels of strain were applied,
ea = (0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08), in each direction, each of

which produced a shock wave of increasing amplitude. As

in the single crystal study, the simulation was carried out at

Fig. 4 System energy (potential ? kinetic) per atom during molec-
ular dynamics simulation of heating and cooling of a single crystal
Co36.4Ni34.8Al28.8 alloy. The insets identify the austenite (lower right)
as atoms in bcc crystallographic state (blue), while the martensite
(upper left) is identified as atoms in a distorted fcc state (green) with
twin boundaries, seen as lines of hcp atoms (red). Points (a) and
(b) mark the twinning and detwinning effect on the system energy,
respectively (Color figure online)

Fig. 5 Strain versus stress dependence in the simulated single crystal
Co36.4Ni34.8Al28.8 alloy showing the pseudoelastic behavior in a the
z:[001], and b the x:[110] directions at T = 550 K
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T = 550 K. The state of the SMA particle during the

simulation was monitored by following the overall virial

atomic stress [11] in the particle volume, together with the
crystallographic state of the atoms determined through

CNA.

Figures 6, 7, and 8 are a series of snapshots of the
system at different stages of the simulation, as the shock

wave started from one side of the system and propagated

throughout for different applied strains. Figure 6 shows the
case where the wave front propagates in the z:[001]

direction at the lowest applied strain, ea = 0.02, which was
not high enough to induce a martensitic transformation in

the particle at any time during the simulation. In this case,

the particle responds only elastically to the incoming shock
wave. Because of the difference in the material properties

between Co–Ni–Al and pure Al, there is a visible wave

reflection from the particle even without a phase change.
The wave reflections are best observed in Fig. 6e and to

some degree in Fig. 6f, which also show reflections from

the side walls of the system.
Figure 7 shows a similar process as seen in Fig. 6,

where the wave front propagates in the z:[001] direction,

but at the highest strain level of ea = 0.08. In this case, the
snapshot at

W ðiþ1Þ ¼ W ðiÞ þ 1

2
DuTðPðiÞ þ Pðiþ1ÞÞ

t = 62 ps shows that the particle started to transform where

it was first impacted by the wave front, and at t = 122 ps

the particle was almost fully transformed. Note that the

strain profile at the front of the particle formed a double-

leaf shape, not found in Fig. 6, indicating a relieved strain

at the side facing the wave front impact, and a maximum
strain at about ±30o from the wave propagation direction.

This strain profile is a result of the non-linear pseudoelastic

response of the particle due to the formation of a detwinned
martensite phase, which is revealed by examining the CNA

results for the particle during loading. Figure 9 represents

cross sections of the particle under various conditions.
Figures 9a, b are for loading in the z:[001] direction for an

applied strain of 8 %. Here, the particle is predominantly
austenite (bcc) at 32 ps (Fig. 9a), but transformed to det-

winned martensite (fcc) at 122 ps (Fig. 9b).

Figure 8 shows the system subjected to the same shock
wave intensity as in Fig. 7, but the wave front propagates

in the x:[110] direction. In this case, the particle underwent

only partial transformation at t = 122 ps (Fig. 8e), which
could be explained with the higher transformation stress

needed in the [110] direction as compared to the [001]

direction. This is consistent with the hysteresis loops
measured in both directions, as shown in Fig. 5a, b. Unlike

in Fig. 7, the strain profile at the particle side, facing the

wave front, remains similar to the untransformed case
shown in Fig. 6. This different behavior can be explained

by the fact that the pseudoelastic effect in the [110]

direction is weakened by twinning, as indicated by the
smaller hysteresis loops in the same direction as shown in

Fig. 5a, b. The formation of twinned martensite is also seen

by examining a cross section of the particle during its
transformation in this regime, as shown in Fig. 9c, d. In

Fig. 6 Series of snapshots
taken at the indicated times of
the multiscale model during
shock wave propagation
generated with ea = 2 % in the
z:[001] direction (vertical). The
color of the centered circular
particle represents the
crystallographic state as defined
by the CNA as indicated in the
figure, while the color of the
surrounding continuum
represents the level of strain
(Color figure online)
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Fig. 9c, the particle is predominantly austenite (bcc) at

32 ps, but transformed to twinned martensite (fcc with

lines of hcp atoms indicating twin boundaries) at 122 ps
(Fig. 9d).

In the context of sensory properties of the embedded

SMA particle as simulated in this study, it was of interest to
estimate the contribution to the wave reflection from the

particle during the phase transformation. The particle

contribution to the wave reflection is an acoustic wave that

is used for real-time damage detection in sensory materials.

The detection of this contribution is not trivial, because the
shock wave reflection from the particle is generally small

compared with reflections from the sidewalls of the system.

In an attempt to isolate the phase transformation signal
from the noise, a comparison with the simulation at

ea = 0.02 case, where the particle did not transform, was

Fig. 7 Series of snapshots
taken at the indicated times of
the multiscale model during
shock wave propagation
generated with ea = 8 % in the
z:[001] direction (vertical). The
color definitions follow those in
Fig. 6 (Color figure online)

Fig. 8 Series of snapshots
taken at the indicated times of
the multiscale model during
shock wave propagation
generated with ea = 8 % in the
x:[110] direction (horizontal).
The color definitions follow
those in Fig. 6 (Color figure
online)
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carried out. When there was no phase transformation, the

system behavior could be assumed to be linear elastic. This

provides the possibility to isolate the non-linear part of the
system response at ea = 0.08 by scaling and subtracting the

strain field of the non-transformed system at ea = 0.02,

according to

De8;2 x; y; z; tð Þ ¼ e8ðx; y; z; tÞ " 4e2ðx; y; z; tÞ ð10Þ

In Eq. (10), e8 and e2 are the strain fields of the systems
loaded according to Eq. (9) with ea = 0.08 and ea = 0.02,

respectively. The operation in Eq. (10) was performed

using the ParaView software [20]. The results for the
x:[110], and z:[001] wave propagation directions are shown

in Fig. 10. The snapshots at t = 32 ps, the moment at

which the shock wave was passing through the particle, are
given as a reference to verify that the elastic part of the

strain field was effectively suppressed. The snapshots at

t = 122 ps contain more background noise, possibly due to
the accumulation of integration errors in the FEM calcu-

lations, but they clearly show that the z:[001] wave triggers

a stronger response from the particle than the x:[110] wave.
Figure 11a, b show the time evolution of the stress

inside the particle with time for the z:[001], and x:[110]

wave propagation directions, respectively. Two of the
principle stress components, a[001][001] and a[110][110], are
given for each of the four strain levels applied, defined

through the strain level parameter ea in Eq. (9). The stress
values are scaled by the corresponding strain level, ea, in
each case to account for the linear proportionality with
strain and to elucidate the non-linear behavior. If the sys-

tem behavior was pure linear elastic, all curves should

coincide. The deviations between the curves show non-
linear contributions at different loading rates. With the

Fig. 9 Cross sections of the SMA particle using CNA to show the
atoms in bcc, fcc, and hcp environments in the cases of: a, b load in
z:[001] at t = 32 ps, and t = 122 ps; c, d load in x:[110] at t = 32 ps,
and t = 122 ps for an applied strain of 8 % (Color figure online)

Fig. 10 Differential strain
around the embedded SMA
particle calculated by Eq. (10).
a, b show the differential strain
in the z:[001] and the x:[110]
wave directions, respectively, at
t = 32 ps before the beginning
of the martensitic
transformation and are used as a
reference. c, d show the systems
from a and b, but at t = 122 ps
(the peak of the transformation).
The color definitions follow
those in Fig. 6 (Color figure
online)
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exception of some initial relaxation behavior, experienced

by the particle immediately after its insertion inside the

FEM mesh at t\ 10 ps, significant deviations were not
observed for the first 35 ps of the simulation, even though

the stress showed a significant peak at t = 32 ps, when the

shock wave was passing through the particle as seen in
Figs. 6, 7, 8. This close overlapping of the curves indicates

that non-linear effects from the interatomic potential,

which may appear at high stresses, did not make a
detectable contribution in the range of loads experienced

by the particle. Consequently, all of the observed non-lin-

earity came from the triggered phase transformation. This
relation between the non-linearity and the phase transfor-

mation is additionally confirmed by the fact that the

deviations between the stress curves are much more

pronounced for the z:[001] loading direction (Fig. 11a)
than for the x:[110] direction (Fig. 11b) where the trans-

formation is smaller. If the non-linear effects are due to the

phase change, and since the system at ea = 0.02 did not
experience a phase change, one can separate the non-linear

from the linear behavior by using the 2 % curve as a ref-

erence and subtracting it from the other curves. The sep-
aration was done in Fig. 12a, b for the z:[001] and x:[110]

wave propagation directions, respectively. It is observed

that the stress contribution from the phase transformation,
starting after t = 30 ps, is much more pronounced for the

[001] loading direction.

The CNA results were obtained to determine the change
in the particle crystallographic state. As was previously

noted, the austenite phase is identified as a bcc crystallo-

graphic structure, while the tetragonal L10 martensite phase
as an fcc structure. In addition, the twin boundaries in the

martensite phase are revealed as interfaces with a local hcp

crystallography [18]. Figure 13a, b show the content ratio,

Fig. 11 Scaled stress of the SMA particle versus time during shock
wave propagating in a the z:[001] direction, and b the x:[110]
direction. The upper and lower plots show the separate stress
components as indicated

Fig. 12 Scaled differential stress of the SMA particle versus time
during shock wave propagating in a the z:[001] direction, and b the
x:[110] direction
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c, of atoms in different crystallographic states relative to

the total number of atoms in the SMA particle. Of partic-
ular interest is the change of the bcc content with time,

which indicates the amount of the austenite B2 phase,

compared to the amount of atoms in either the fcc or hcp
states (indicating L10 phase with possible twin boundaries)

for the two studied wave propagation directions. Note, the

sum of the bcc ? fcc ? hcp contents does not equal 1.0
because there are a certain amount of atoms (\5 %) left in

an unidentified state. This is due to the limited fidelity of

the CNA, which is lessened by the fact that the SMA
particle was simulated under deformation at the elevated

temperature of 550 K, which caused the atoms to deviate

substantially from their equilibrium positions. In addition,
the martensite phase is generally more difficult to identify

as compared to the B2-austenite phase, which is identified

as a distorted fcc state. For this reason, the reported content
of the martensite phase was possibly underestimated. Fig-

ure 13a, b shows that at the peak of the transformation at

t = 122 ps, the martensite phase formed during the z:[001]

wave propagation is approximately 60 % greater than

during the x:[110] wave propagation (c = 0.5 vs. c = 0.3,
respectively).

Figure 14a, b show the amount of hcp atoms relative to

the total number of atoms in the SMA particle, which is
indicative of the amount of twinning during the transfor-

mation. The results are very different for the z:[001] load

case compared to the x:[110] load case. Relating these
observations with the cross-sectional views of the particle,

as shown in Fig. 9a–d, helps to explain the difference. The

false positives for hcp atoms appear randomly in Fig. 9a, c,
before the start of the phase change, and account for the

nearly constant amount of approximately 4 % of hcp atoms

maintained initially in the particle. For 2 % applied strain
in both directions, this content was almost constant

throughout the entire simulation (Fig. 14) because there

was no transformation. The hcp content started to change
when the applied strain was increased and the particle

began to transform. In the case of the x:[110] load, there

was a significant increase of the number of hcp atoms that
peaked at 122 ps in Fig. 14b, which coincides with the

moment of maximum transformation as seen in Fig. 13b.

At the same time, Fig. 9d reveals intensive twinning that
had taken place at that moment. By contrast, in the case of

the z:[001] load, Fig. 14a shows a decrease of the number

of hcp atoms at applied strains of 6 and 8 %. A look inside
the particle (Fig. 9b) reveals no signs of twinning even at

the moment of maximum transformation. The effective

decrease in the number of hcp atoms, indicated in Fig. 14a
at this time, evidently is due to the decrease in the false

positives in the CNA analysis when the detwinned

martensite started to form. Taken together, the CNA results

Fig. 13 Content ratio of the B2-austenite, and L10-martensite phases
of the SMA particle versus time during shock wave propagation in
a the z:[001] direction, and b the x:[110] direction at different applied
strains as indicated

Fig. 14 Content ratio of the hcp atoms, indicating the amount of
twinning in the SMA particle versus time during shock wave
propagation in a the z:[001] direction, and b the x:[110] direction at
different applied strains as indicated
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shown in Figs. 9, 13, and 14 indicate the formation of the

detwinned martensite phase when the shock wave
approaches the particle from the z:[001] direction, and the

formation of the highly twinned martensite phase for a

wave front applied in the x:[110] direction.

Conclusions

A multiscale atomistic-continuum simulation was per-

formed to examine the response of a small SMA particle of
Co–Ni–Al alloy embedded in Al matrix to a propagating

mechanical shock wave. The study was motivated by a
possible implementation of such structures for early dam-

age detection in materials for aerospace applications.

Atomistic MD simulations of a single crystal Co36.4
Ni34.8Al28.8 alloy estimated the martensite and austenite

finish temperatures at Mf = 225 K, and Af = 525 K,

respectively. The low temperature martensite phase
showed twinned structure. Under tension and compression

loading at T = 550 K in the [001], and [110] crystallo-

graphic directions of the B2 phase, the strain change was
always fully recoverable upon unloading, which demon-

strated the pseudoelastic effect. A twinned martensite

phase was formed during compression in the [001] direc-
tion, and tension in the [110] direction. A detwinned

martensite phase was formed during tension in the [001]

direction, and compression in the [110] direction. The
hysteresis loops during the formation of twinned martensite

phase showed lower pseudoelastic strain of less than 4 %,

compared to the pseudoelastic strain of more than 10 % for
the detwinned martensite phase.

The results of the multiscale simulation showed that the

particle response strongly depends on its crystallographic
orientation with respect to the shock wave front. The par-

ticle response is stronger when the wave front propagation

direction coincides with the [001] crystallographic axis as
compared to the [110] axis of the austenite phase. The

decreased sensitivity of the [110] direction is due to two

factors. First, the Bain mechanism of transformation favors
loads along the [001] direction showing a stress–strain

pseudoelastic hysteresis at significantly lower tensile

stresses (between 0.2 and 0.4 GPa in tension), compared to
the loads in the [110] direction (between 0.9 and 1.2 GPa).

As a result, the transformed volume under shock waves of

the same amplitude was found to be about 60 % larger in
the case of [001] wave propagation than for the [110] wave

propagation. Second, consistent with the single crystal

results, the [110] tensile strain caused by the shock wave in
this direction, resulted in extensive twinning of the formed

martensite phase, which could have effectively softened the

particle and additionally weakened its acoustic response for
the [110] wave propagation.

With respect to the ability of a real SMA particle to

respond to deformation events, these results should be
taken only qualitatively due to the inherent limitations of

the simulation approach and model idealization. Such

limitations include (i) very small particle size of 26 nm; the
small surface-to-volume ratio likely resulted in a substan-

tially weakened acoustic signal, which was difficult to

separate from the noise; (ii) the inherent time limitation of
the MD simulations defining the time-scale of the entire

multiscale simulation likely shifts the pseudoelastic hys-
teresis towards much higher stresses compared with a

typical fatigue process in a real application; (iii) the

inevitable idealization of the empirical interatomic poten-
tial to reproduce the exact parameters of the martensitic

transformation in a complex non-stoichiometric ternary

system such as Co–Ni–Al, leading to quantitative dis-
crepancies in the SMA properties as compared to experi-

ment. Some of these discrepancies may have contributed to

the generally higher transformation points in temperature
and stress than is found experimentally. In spite of these

limitations, the reported work has demonstrated for the first

time a dynamic multiscale model showing a solid-state
phase transformation. This work provides a first insight in

the atomistic mechanisms that may govern sensory prop-

erties of the SMA-metal-matrix based materials.
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